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 ere is no drama like the drama of history.
Th
—C. L. R. James, The Black Jacobins

If there is no drama like the drama of history, according to C. L. R. James
himself, what was the role of actual drama in shaping his own accounts of
the Haitian Revolution across versions of The Black Jacobins? This question
guides the present book, which takes James’s own representation of the past
of the Haitian Revolution as drama into account by examining both his
plays, Toussaint Louverture in 1936 and The Black Jacobins in 1967. Clichés
about links between drama and history abound. References to the drama of
history, the great drama of a revolution, and descriptions of historical characters as tragic protagonists on the stage of world history are commonplace.
Publisher Secker and Warburg’s 1938 advertisement for The Black Jacobins
referred once to “romance” and twice to “drama”: “The romance of a g reat
career and the drama of revolutionary history are combined in clr james’
magnificent biography of toussaint louverture. [ . . . ] The drama of
his career is here brilliantly described in a narrative which grips the attention.”1 But beyond such analogies where historical events can be said to resemble drama, what happens when the past is actually turned into drama?
Making The Black Jacobins: C. L. R. James and the Drama of History charts
the trajectory of C. L. R. James’s multiple engagements with the Haitian
Revolution throughout his lifetime, including his pioneering history The
Black Jacobins. By uncovering the mobile and organic transformations of
The Black Jacobins in both its theatrical and historiographical versions, this
book illuminates the genesis and evolution of James’s Haitian Revolution–
related writing over a period of almost sixty years, from the 1930s to his
death in 1989. The Black Jacobins is shown in chapter 5 on f uture directions to

have lived on in a series of afterlives where o thers have made the work speak
to new circumstances and issues in their turn.
The Black Jacobins is one of the great works of the twentieth century and
remains today the cornerstone of Haitian Revolutionary studies. Making The
Black Jacobins investigates the complex transformations through which the
work came to be, via the first comparisons of the two plays and two versions
of the history, while taking the reader on a tour of the significant paratexts—
book covers, interviews, talks, and reviews—that document the work’s multiple becomings. This book investigates the vital significance of The Black
Jacobins as a work of history and of theater by bringing the revisions and
their meanings to the attention of general readers of James. It is based on
discussion of hitherto all but completely neglected manuscripts of James’s
first and second plays, and his correspondence about t hese plays and history
editions, together with special attention to the ways in which James rewrote
and rethought The Black Jacobins history over the course of his life in many
different contexts and periods. The book surveys for the first time in its entirety the history of James’s masterpiece and its transformations as history
and play. As a whole, Making The Black Jacobins compares and contrasts the
changing historiographic narrative with the relative freedom of theater to refashion understanding of the revolution, in the absence of any conclusive
documentation in the historical archive.
Despite its importance as the classic history of the Haitian Revolution,
there is relatively little knowledge of the eventful history of The Black Jacobins itself, and of key changes made by James and others, both during
and after the author’s lifetime. Rewriting—the subject of this book—links
James’s topic, his writing methods, and the events of the Haitian Revolution.
James’s history helped to change the way colonial history was written from
presenting the colonized as passive objects to active subjects. Added to this,
James kept telling and retelling how the Haitian Revolution rewrote world
history as the first and only slave revolution to fight against the great powers
of the day and win.
Rewriting, it will be argued, is an important part of James’s working methods from the beginning and throughout his w
 hole c areer. James’s other early
rewritten works include The Life of Captain Cipriani (1932) and The Case for
West Indian Self-Government (1933), with the condensed latter title cutting
out most of the biographical material about the Trinidad labor leader Cipriani.2 Mariners, Renegades, and Castaways: The Story of Herman Melville and
the World We Live In (1953) was first privately published by James in a bid to
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appeal against deportation from the United States, with a copy sent to e very
member of Congress. Its evolution saw James rewrite one chapter and cut
out another.3 James also rewrote A History of Negro Revolt, first published in
1938, publishing it again in 1969 with a new title—A History of Pan-African
Revolt—and an extra epilogue, focusing like the 1963 Black Jacobins history
revisions on bringing the 1938 history up to date.4 Other slight changes were
made to that text when James was revising it, including the removal of refer ere also occasions when not a
ences to Franco’s Moors.5 However, there w
single word was changed. World Revolution, for example, was first published
in 1937 and later reprinted unchanged in 1973.6 Another updated statement
was James’s pamphlet State Capitalism and World Revolution, which went
through four editions during James’s lifetime: 1950, 1956, 1968, and 1984.7 In
this way, other works too, beyond The Black Jacobins, were reshaped by James
during his lifetime and reframed in order to respond to new circumstances
across the world.
This book is about the nature and significance of changes throughout
James’s Haitian Revolution writings from the 1930s up to his death in 1989,
and beyond. James was, above all, a profoundly political person. In a 1980
interview, he said he wanted to be remembered as one of the important
Marxists for his serious contributions to Marxism.8 This book examines
what happens as James keeps traveling further along the road of The Black Jacobins in his Haiti-related writing. From the start, James’s writings about the
Haitian Revolution can be thought of as reworking Marxism and Trotsky’s
notion of permanent revolution. Examining James’s Haiti-related writings,
the book reads the changes as reflections of James’s own political evolution.
It is productive to think of the different history editions, plays, and articles
as drafts or working documents, offered up for discussion and further elaboration by James’s political groups. Looking at what changes over time also
allows us to chart James’s serious and original contributions to Marxism
through the prism of his Haiti-related works.
The Black Jacobins must be read alongside James’s defining political experiences and the great strides in terms of Marxist theory and practice made in
America from the 1940s onward. U
 nder the pseudonym J. R. Johnson, James
was organizing a political group in the United States from the early 1940s
onward, which became known as the Johnson-Forest Tendency. This was
formed of a small core, including Raya Dunayevskaya, originally from Russia,
one of Trotsky’s secretaries, and whose pseudonym “Freddie Forest” became
part of the group’s name. Th
 ere was also Grace Lee, a Chinese American who
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had studied German and helped the group to study Marx’s writings from the
original German, while Dunayevskaya enabled them to study other Marxist
works from the original Russian.9 Increasingly, James and his group drew attention to the spontaneous self-activity of the masses and to more popular
alternative leaders.
While The Black Jacobins is famed as the classic history of the Haitian
Revolution, the trajectory of James’s wider Haitian Revolution–related
writings also includes two plays that bookend the two editions of the more
celebrated history. It is crucial to study these plays in conjunction with the
history versions because they give us some of the first and last words on the
Haitian Revolution, according to James. The 1936 performance of the first
play, Toussaint Louverture, antedates the initial 1938 publication of the history The Black Jacobins by two years, while the second play, The Black Jacobins (1967) comes more than four years after the revision of the history for
its second 1963 edition. The script for the 1936 play Toussaint Louverture—
previously feared by many to have been lost for good—has only recently
been published, thanks to Christian Høgsbjerg’s 2013 critical edition. Surprisingly, less seems to be known about the 1967 play The Black Jacobins than
would be expected, despite the script for this second play appearing twice
in print and being performed across a number of countries over the decades
since its December 14–16, 1967, premiere by the Arts Theatre Group, University of Ibadan, Nigeria.
Theater occupies a special place in this study, especially the connection
between the activities of d oing theater and d oing politics. Theater can be
thought of as politics-ready, and James’s use of theater’s specific political
qualities is examined, including its potential to propose alternatives to the
present realities, to show people images of themselves through live perfor
mance, and to perform revolution in action.10 Drama has further advantages
for representing the past, which w
 ill be explored, including dialogic drama’s
multivoicedness, enabling alternative characters, of whom there is little archival trace, to speak more audibly and to take center stage.11
The final section addresses the afterlives of The Black Jacobins, including
key translations, monuments and exhibitions dedicated to James, and the
trajectory of his Haitian Bible in Haiti itself, the country of James’s inspiration, and across other political situations including apartheid South Africa.
The book ends by examining how The Black Jacobins is a book always kept
open by others beyond James himself, with multiple components of The
Black Jacobins acting as a guide and catalyst for political action.
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Rethinking the Rethinking: Work on James and The Black Jacobins

Across the wealth and breadth of existing scholarship on James, it is striking
how many prominent references t here are, often even in titles, to the need
to rethink James, The Black Jacobins, and the audacity of his achievements.12
This book builds on Susan Gillman’s conceptualization of The Black Jacobins
as a “text-network,” which she expresses as an equation: “from Columbus to
Toussaint + Toussaint to Castro = from Columbus to Castro,” arguing that
the resulting revised edition of James’s history even outdoes Eric Williams’s
1970 book by the same title.13 To this equation, I would add that The Black
Jacobins is always already itself more than the sum of its parts: a constantly
changing whole with shifting coordinates, which grows in size as James continues to relocate and reorient his most famous work. Already the history in
itself is a text-network, if we look beyond the history to consider the multiple
versions and revisions of the different editions and sprawling drafts of the
two plays, which multiply, becoming even more multilayered as the coordinates of the protean Black Jacobins text-network shift.
David Scott’s groundbreaking study Conscripts of Modernity (2004) has
analyzed a number of key additions to the 1963 revised edition of the history. His interpretations are based largely on one set of added paragraphs as
Scott reads through James’s Black Jacobins to make wider arguments about
the romance of anticolonial pasts and the tragedy of postcolonial presents/
futures. This project tries to fill the gap, which Scott himself acknowledges,
namely telling the story of the actual writing of The Black Jacobins—a story
that, Scott indicates, urgently needs to be told. This book takes his analysis of
anticolonial pasts and postcolonial presents/futures in new directions, both
forward and backward across the writing of The Black Jacobins, including the
plays. This book also builds on studies of James’s plays by Nicole King, Frank
Rosengarten, and Reinhard Sander, which all predate Høgsbjerg’s discovery
and publication of the Hull manuscript of the first play, Toussaint Louverture,
and which make astute observations about James’s playwriting based on published versions of the second play, The Black Jacobins, from 1976 and 1992.14
Here all the versions of the plays and history are compared for the first time.15
Palimpsests, Paratexts, and Methods

This book argues that The Black Jacobins should be seen as a palimpsest with
its successive layers of rewriting as it reuses the same story of the Haitian
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Revolution for different purposes: articles, plays, histories. Resembling a palimpsest, James’s multiple text-network related to Haiti contains manuscript
inscriptions where new writing is superimposed on top of previous writing,
often leaving b ehind visible traces of the rewriting. My case for calling The
Black Jacobins a palimpsest is strengthened by James’s own conviction that
his 1938 history’s “foundation would remain imperishable.”16 It is the very fact
that the vast bulk of the history itself remains unchanged for the subsequent
editions that makes it a palimpsest. Palimpsests are layered repositories of
embedded vestiges, meaning that e arlier inscriptions remain and are never
erased, because “these narrative inscriptions become part of the w
 hole.”17
French narratologist Gérard Genette’s famous work Palimpsestes is centered on his notion of hypertextuality, whereby a later text (the hypertext)
grafts itself palimpsestually onto a hypotext, an e arlier text that it transforms.18 Such transformative visions of palimpsests/rewriting underpin
my book, as do Genette’s theories of paratexts or textual outsides—every
thing connected with the book that is not the text proper.19 For this study,
it is sometimes necessary to judge the works in question by their covers,
and their prefaces, notes, appendixes, epilogues, and bibliographies, which
James uses to reframe his Haiti-related work throughout its long evolution.
While Genette’s work on palimpsests and paratexts is very usable for this
book, it is also necessary to break with his decontextualized, inward-looking
approaches to textuality, and with his rigid typologies of hypertextuality and
paratexts. Such approaches need to be adapted and decolonized to look outward at the political contexts that are so important to a fundamentally politi
cal person like James.20
For my examination of the making of The Black Jacobins, materialist methodologies for tracking manuscript and textual versions from genetic criticism and book history have also been useful. Book history offers methods
for analyzing the material aspects of a book’s construction—be that its cover,
format, packaging, or typography—and the circumstances of literary production, dissemination, and reception. Traditionally, book history’s methodologies have been applied primarily by t hose working on the medieval and
early modern periods, with scholarly attention to postcolonial and modern
book history still in its infancy.21 Inspired by perspectives from book history,
I pay closer attention to the material conditions of textual production, transmission, and reception of The Black Jacobins throughout its long genesis.
Where methods are concerned, the book seeks to decolonize genetic
criticism and to build on the postcolonial genetic criticism established by
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Richard Watts, A. James Arnold, and others. The book attempts to look both
backward to investigate the complex genesis of these texts and also, crucially,
beyond the dominant genetic paradigm, refusing the fetishization of the earliest beginnings that can mar works of genetic criticism, which sometimes pay
little attention to what happens a fter publication.22 Making The Black Jacobins
also looks forward beyond initial publication to consider the impacts, the becomings, and afterlives of James’s magnum opus. This results in a type of ge
netic criticism that tries to be politically informed and forward-looking, as
befits one of the greatest and most original thinkers of the Marxist tradition.
With genetic criticism, the genetics in question are those of manuscripts.23
Genetic criticism is a youngish, predominantly French phenomenon that
offers a method for reading and ordering all drafts of a literary work intelligibly and is concerned with the genealogies of its textual beginnings. It offers a useful model for approaching the dynamics of the long genesis and
evolution of James’s plays and history based on the Haitian Revolution. On
theater, genetic criticism sheds invaluable light on the many layers that make
up the creative process of writing the plays in particul ar.24 Specifically, I have
used genetic criticism methods for performing archival work and establishing the relative chronology of all the manuscripts and typescripts consulted
for both the 1936 Toussaint Louverture and the 1967 Black Jacobins plays.
These genetic criticism and book history approaches have been fruitful
for illuminating the plays’ geneses from new angles, and have formed a useful theoretical framework for approaching and making sense of all the play
drafts. Genetic criticism involves a search for origins, and empirically genetic
criticism and book history typologies try to set themselves apart from the
traditional domain of literary criticism by stressing the material dimension
of the work at hand. This is a genetic field that seeks archival reality based on
more materially concrete empirical evidence. Genetic criticism has given me
a how-to guide with which to document the handling of archive boxes, folders,
and their dusty contents, fragile manuscript and onionskin typescript pages,
the examination of e very blot and mark, and even analysis of various paper
and notebook types. How-to guides by Almuth Grésillon and others have
helped me to work out the relative chronologies of drafts.25 Avant-texte is the
central notion around which genetic criticism revolves. It is often translated
into English as pre-text or genetic dossier, or indeed the term can be left in
French. Protocols elaborated by genetic critics dictate how to put archival
documentation into a readable and intelligible form. The avant-texte or ge
netic dossier chronologically works out the various stages as the writing
Introduction  |  7

progresses from first manuscript or typescript draft to last, before publication of the book proper.
For my analysis of the evolution of James’s Black Jacobins project, empirical work on variants is only ever a means to an end. In the case of the Toussaint Louverture and The Black Jacobins plays, I have sought at a preliminary
stage of my work to establish the relative chronology of all the scripts consulted. But the cataloging of variants in their own right is not the aim of this
book. Rather, establishing all the different versions of the typescripts and
of the published texts themselves has been the essential first stage of my research, providing a more authoritative basis from which to develop wider
points about James’s Black Jacobins. Genetic criticism and book history
methodologies have certainly been enabling for reconstructing and clarifying the complex story of The Black Jacobins throughout the decades, which is
the aim of this book.
Trying to make genetic criticism and book history methodologies talk to
a work like The Black Jacobins has led me to think about the problems and
unacknowledged assumptions of these models. Hallmarks of genetic criticism that I found rather alien to James’s Black Jacobins project included the
method’s usually narrow French-Francophone application—a type of ge
netics that, despite its major impact in France, has not traveled so well to
other countries outside its appellation d’origine contrôlée. It is also important
to think about changes made a fter first publication of works like The Black Jacobins. Genetic criticism rarely pays attention to the trajectory of a work a fter
first publication. Traditionally, there has been a strict cutoff point between
the manuscript pre-text and the published text, with the latter normally seen
as fixed, and variants studied only up to the point of publication.26 As will
be shown, however, the published form of The Black Jacobins is never fixed.
Here, I use genetic criticism’s methods to read variants across published versions of the work too.
Recently, considerable strides have been made to widen the scope of
genetic criticism beyond France, to Francophone authors and to literature
written in other languages from elsewhere. For instance, 2011 saw the publication of an important collection of genetic criticism on works by African
and Caribbean writers. This was a special issue, “Afrique–Caraïbe,” of the official journal Genesis, of genetic criticism’s Paris-based institutional home:
the Institut des textes et manuscrits modernes (item).27 Prior to this publication in 2011, geneticist readings of Francophone literature had been given
a platform within item when in 2009 a team dedicated to the Francophone
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manuscript was set up, embarking on a bimonthly seminar program from
which many of the Genesis articles took shape. Since then, the group now has
shifted its focus toward the global south.
This work by the Francophone subsection of item in Paris is a key reference point for my work. Recently, the scope of genetic criticism has been
widened in new thematic directions, such as theater, autobiography, letter
writing, and photography. Further afield, the emphasis has occasionally
been on a particul ar geographical location (Argentina, Russia), or a language
(Hispanic), but the Francophone manuscript focus entrenches the monolingualism of genetic criticism. Such a Francocentric approach could divide
James’s Black Jacobins in English from the likes of Aimé Césaire and his Cahier
d’un retour au pays natal, another work with a long genesis, and one on which
James would explicitly comment at length in the 1963 added appendix to his
history.
For all genetic criticism’s supposedly empirical focus and archive-driven
preoccupation with materially concrete manuscript evidence and solid documentation, the reality sought here is an archival one: that of the manuscripts
themselves. Manuscripts are usually considered separately from the finished
published text. Genetic criticism often bypasses and eliminates political contexts, folding back instead on the materiality of the manuscripts themselves,
and not on what is taking place in the world at large. Left out of this genetic
criticism approach is the all-important relay binding together the work of
a politically driven Marxist like James and the genesis of The Black Jacobins
play drafts: political matters.
New perspectives from genetic criticism devoted specifically to theatrical
genesis have been most usable for my purposes.28 When applied to the theater, genetic criticism provides antidotes to that old cliché that a play’s text
is a dead corpse, while its performance is a living, vital body. Performance
studies focuses almost exclusively on the finished play as performed to audiences, neglecting creative preparatory work leading up to that moment.
While theater genetics claims to focus on the interplay between page and
stage, what is indisputable is that the textual pole remains dominant despite
claims to the contrary. But genetic criticism’s textual focus usefully highlights
the crucial role played in theatrical productions by written materials of all
kinds, and this has helped me to make the most of all the written vestiges
directly connected to the genesis of the play texts and performances.
Drafts of James’s Haitian Revolution writings are scattered throughout
the world in archives, libraries, and private collections, with the most important
Introduction  |  9

holdings at the University of the West Indies, Trinidad, and at Columbia
University in New York. Clearly, this scattering of scripts is a result of James’s
usual collaborative working methods, whereby he would have copies typed,
annotate them, and then send them to comrades around the world for po
litical discussion and feedback. This was particularly the case after James’s
deportation from the United States in 1953. Around that time, his political
organization regrouped in Detroit and became known as the Correspondence publishing group, with correspondence being the main method of
their political collaborations.
The French-Francophone genetic criticism model needs to be decolonized, broadened, and politicized in order to confront works like The Black
Jacobins. This is a work that does not revel in the pleasures of the pre-text
or aesthetics for their own sake. Instead, James’s Haitian Revolution–related
writings are written from a strongly Marxist point of view and guided by
clear political ideas regarding the Caribbean region, the United States, Eu
rope, and Africa, and by James’s own political struggles and responses to the
twentieth century’s most significant events across the Caribbean and Africa.
James himself had definite plans for publication of t hese changes. As revealed in a commentary to an alternative scene of The Black Jacobins play, he
intended to publish an edition of the play text that would provide a story
of the making of the play, including the multiplication of alternative scenes
and his own commentaries upon their significance.29 Dexter Lyndersay, first
director of The Black Jacobins play in 1967, gave James a concrete example of
a similar venture as a possible model for the published edition of the play:
William Gibson’s The Seesaw Log.30 Of course, neither of the two published
versions of this play did demonstrate the crucial degree to which the play was
reworked. But the fact that James wanted to preserve all t hese intermediate
stages and their accompanying commentaries to the point where the various
drafts of The Black Jacobins play would constitute a veritable palimpsest also
bears witness to a large part of the work that is therefore deserving of more
attention.
Theatrical genetic criticism sheds invaluable light on some of the multilayered activities that make up the creative process of writing the play while
still in that transitional phase when it has not yet crystallized into final form.
This theater subgenre of genetic criticism stresses most strongly the status of
play drafts as perpetually unfinished and incomplete works. Nowhere, however, does this geneticist accent on the dynamism and openness of the theatrical work stress any properly political interpretations of such open charac10  |  Introduction

teristics. Genetic criticism—even in its theatrical guise—remains strikingly
apolitical.
On the unique relationship between radical politics and unfinished or
incomplete dramatic works, Augusto Boal’s Theater of the Oppressed is instructive.31 If bourgeois theater can be thought of, a fter Boal, as finished theater, only presenting complacent images of the complete finished bourgeois
world, then radical political theater of the left would by contrast reject any
closed spectacles and always seek to enter into dialogue and ask for explanations. This idea provides a useful conceptual framework for reading James’s
sprawling and anarchic perpetual rewrites of material related to The Black
Jacobins. The unfinished and open nature of the multiple drafts could be read
as a type of handmaiden form for revolutionary theatrical and real-world
processes of dynamic action, transformation, and re-creation where “theater is change and not s imple presentation of what exists: it is becoming not
being.”32 As a Marxist, playwright-activist James does theatrical work that
can never be finished, nor ever end neatly and complacently in a state of serene repose. Instead, the open and unfinished form and contents of The Black
Jacobins play drafts combine to reinforce the importance of hastening a ctual
political and societal transformations, changes, transitions, political actions,
and successful struggles for liberation. What is incomplete and unfinished
here is political action and transformation.
Interviews: Rewriting the Death of the Author

To prepare for the writing of this book, I interviewed a number of people
who were closely connected with James and The Black Jacobins, or with later
incarnations of his 1967 play, including Selma James, C. L. R.’s w
 idow; Robert A. Hill, C. L. R.’s literary executor; and directors of James’s Black Jacobins play, including Yvonne Brewster, Rawle Gibbons, Eugene Williams, and
Harclyde Walcott. Collaborators who w
 ere involved in various Black Jacobins
translation projects have also been consulted, including Ferruccio Gambino,
James’s closest Italian comrade at the time of the 1968 Italian publication of
I Giacobini neri, and Raffaele Petrillo, the actual translator, as well as Rosa
López Oceguera, the Cuban translator of the eventual 2010 Casa de las
Américas translation, about which James had been in talks since 1961. Also
very useful have been interviews and records left by others, including James’s
great-nephew Darcus Howe and his widow and fellow Race Today Collective collaborator Leila Hassan, about a projected C. L. R. James Foundation
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in London, for which the plans are among Darcus Howe’s papers at Columbia University.
On the South African and Haitian contexts of the trajectory of The Black
Jacobins throughout South Africa and Haiti, I have been privileged to speak
to Sean Jacobs, Grant Farred, Lukanyo Mnyanda, Michel Hector, Michel
Acacia, Jhon Picard Byron, and Claudy Delné. This has been very useful as
it was impossible to give a prominent place to the explicit reception history
because of a lack of reliable data for sales of The Black Jacobins in places like
Haiti and apartheid South Africa. These interviews have helped me to approach the question of reception from a much broader perspective, similar
to the approaches of Terence Cave and Ann Rigney in their studies of the
afterlives of Mignon and Walter Scott.33
I also draw on James’s own statements given during interviews and lectures, especially the series of lectures on The Black Jacobins that James delivered at the Institute of the Black World in Atlanta in 1971, but which have
only recently been made widely available since their 2001 publication in the
journal Small Axe.34 One of these lectures, intriguingly titled “How I Would
Rewrite The Black Jacobins” and delivered at the institute on June 18, 1971, is
especially useful for my purposes. In this lecture, James reveals that he would
only give Toussaint a walk-on part were he to rewrite The Black Jacobins again
from scratch. But beyond the conditional of this snapshot of a hypothetical
rewriting, it is important to recognize that James actually did reply to this
key challenge of how to rewrite The Black Jacobins and that his stories of the
Haitian Revolution responded with several different answers over a period
of many decades. This type of source, as well as James’s own autobiographical or programmatic statements, contained in the drafts of his unpublished
autobiography or in author interviews during his lifetime, have given me
extra authorial insights into the processes of making and remaking The Black
Jacobins, which would not be available from any other kind of source.
Literary studies have generally followed Roland Barthes’s famous declaration of the “death of the author” and his thorough discrediting of
biographical-type criticism, where the author’s general biography is linked
to the meanings of the text.35 This, according to Barthes, closed down the
textual openness and meaning. The goal of this book is not to produce an
excessively biographical account of The Black Jacobins. However, James as an
author powerfully asserts and reasserts his ownership many times over the
long genesis of his most famous work. With a political thinker and organizer
like James, his own words and those of o thers close to his Black Jacobins proj
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ects need to be taken into account. I therefore want to make a special case
against the death of the author and for considering the extratextual nature
of James’s real political life and declarations. Many studies of James have
been based, quite rightly, on questions of his political biography. Attention turns h ere to the detail of James’s writing, and it is necessary to tell a
different story than the death of the author b ecause, especially in the case
of such a political person as James, his authorial voice simply cannot be
banished from his own writing: we need the extratextual authorial voice to
make sense of the work.
James writes the past of the Haitian Revolution as drama twice. Drama is
a special literary category that offers a politics-ready representing machine
for a fundamentally political person like James.36 Theater is a showing form
of historical representation where the audience is brought to witness the
past and the future in the present, and where characters are given a voice of
their own, with the drama acting as a sort of megaphone for James’s politi
cal views.37 Various reflections contained within drafts of the play also have
James offering commentaries on his authorial choices as playwright.38 James
also revisions the past as history for the two 1938 and 1963 editions of his
history. Where the story of the past of the Haitian Revolution is concerned,
James turns to a ctual drama writing in addition to history writing. Especially
when telling the past as history, James is an overt, controlling voice who
self-consciously expresses his views on the action. Not taking his controlling historical voice into account is not an option, and this is why interviews
and authorial statements and lectures form an important part of this book’s
methodology.
Relations between form and content and the varying generic forms in
play are at the fore of this book’s main concerns. In this respect, Hayden
White offers a well-known paradigm concerning the history/literature debate. His narrativist approach to history stresses connections between history and fiction writing and similarities between fictive structuring pro
cesses of emplotment produced by both historians and fiction writers. David
Scott’s Hayden White–inspired reading of James’s history revisions contrasts
two modes of historical emplotment: the romance of the 1938 first edition
of the history versus the emplotment of tragedy in the 1963 second edition.
The Black Jacobins is always written and rewritten by James from an explic
itly Marxist historical perspective. White’s famous phrase “the content of the
form” reflects on the formal characteristics of history and, above all, on its
narrative quality.39
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Genre is an important issue, and The Black Jacobins is notable for its
distinctive crossover generic qualities.40 This book tries to go beyond the
distinctive literary feel of The Black Jacobins and to analyze its trajectory as
actual drama and work of literature.41 James himself spoke of a clear-cut distinction whereby between 1932 and 1938, “Fiction-writing drained out of me
and was replaced by politics. I became a Marxist, a Trotskyist,” and that “lit
erature was vanishing from my consciousness and politics was substituting
itself.”42 Fiction implies, however, a strong tendency to untruth, to make up
something. This book pays attention to the special literary category that is
drama, and to the particular crossover generic qualities it offers to a fundamentally political person like James.
So close is the relationship between theater and politics that they are often
presented as going together hand in hand as second cousins. Theater has been
described as the “most public of the arts,” and as one of the arts of presentation/
representation that, like photography, has a privileged access to truth.43 This
intrinsically political role of theater as a representing machine also strongly
connects it with action, as long-dead characters and historical events from
long ago can be brought to life by flesh-and-blood actors who perform t hese
deeds in the present tense of theater’s liveness, as if they were happening now.
With pieces of political theater like Toussaint Louverture (1936) and The Black
Jacobins (1967), the purpose is both to enact politics and revolution (depicting
as it does the plight of the slaves/oppressed who fuel the capitalist economy
and their revolution for changing the world) and to provoke the audience to
do politics and revolution in their turn by resisting a state of affairs similar to
the one resisted in the play. Turning the past back into drama again allows
James to go further in showing peoples of African descent “taking action on
a grand scale”—a key motivation behind his writing of The Black Jacobins, as
stated clearly in his 1980 foreword to the history.44
Historiography of the Haitian Revolution

My reading of James’s use of sources chimes with that of Bernard Moitt, who
argues that James managed to reconstruct the world of the Haitian slaves,
and in so doing “transcended linguistic and cultural frontiers in the histo
riography of the Caribbean.”45 This is certainly true, and The Black Jacobins
itself is the result of James’s extensive use and interpretation of French-
language sources, including those of the earliest Haitian historians and those
of his Haitian contemporaries in the early twentieth c entury.
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James refers to the two early pillars of Haitian Revolution historiography:
Thomas Madiou (1814–84) and Alexis Beaubrun Ardouin (1796–1865).46
On Madiou, James indicates that this Haitian historian has given an outline
of Moïse’s alternative to his adoptive uncle Toussaint’s program, although
James also notes that its authenticity has been questioned. As for Ardouin,
he poured his criticism on all dark-skinned leaders of the Haitian Revolution, including Toussaint, Dessalines, and Christophe, and attacked Madiou
for being their apologist.47 On Ardouin’s six-volume study of Haitian history,
James notes:
Ardouin has written a very curious book. He is a Mulatto and hates Toussaint, hates the French (Roume, Sonthonax and all), and twists his evidence to suit his purpose. A Haitian scholar has informed the writer that
he has detected Ardouin suppressing portions of letters which would
prejudice the particular point he was proving. There is no reason to doubt
this. Yet Ardouin has covered a g reat deal of ground. His hatred sharpens
a remarkable acuteness and his book is one of the most valuable sources
for any serious work on the San Domingo revolution.48
 ere are four references in total to Ardouin’s history. James observes that
Th
these savage attacks are at the heart of Caribbean and Haitian historiography,
and we will see that James’s dialogic interventions on the Haitian Revolution
also engage with these polemics.
For The Black Jacobins, there is one Haitian history that remains its most
important source, and that is Horace Pauléus Sannon’s three-volume Histoire
de Toussaint Louverture, which is a homage to this Haitian revolutionary. Sannon (1870–1938) was the first president of the Haitian Société d’Histoire et
de Géographie, which was founded by prominent intellectuals during the
American occupation of Haiti in 1924. The histories of the society’s founding
president Sannon would be the strongest influence on James in the 1930s. In
2009, the president of that same Haitian Société d’Histoire et de Géographie
called The Black Jacobins a “beacon of a book” for “a new approach to the
revolution which emerges from the nation-state.”49 Back then in the 1920s, as
first president of the society u nder the American occupation he vehemently
opposed, Sannon explicitly set out the goals of the society’s patriotic duty
as to conjure up the past for reassurance, pride, and explanation of the pre
sent.50 Most of all, James shares with Sannon his fundamental approach to
the study of the revolution through the historical biography of Toussaint
Louverture.
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Sannon receives a grand total of fifteen references throughout The Black
Jacobins, including a substantial in-text reference to his views on mixed-race
mulattoes “as a typical intermediate class with all the political instability of
that class” (230).51 In this regard, James says, “No one has written more wisely
and profoundly on the San Domingo revolution and Toussaint Louverture”
than Sannon. A surprisingly short but decidedly positive reference is then
made to Sannon in the annotated bibliography: “The best biography yet
written of Toussaint” (383). James would follow Sannon by quite often letting Toussaint speak through his correspondence. Toussaint’s letters as retranscribed by Sannon and Schœlcher thus occupy an important position in
the Black Jacobins overall.
When looking at James’s use of sources throughout The Black Jacobins, it is
clear that, although he has consulted letters, reports, and other documents in
the Paris archives, most of his sources are secondary ones.52 He relies on the
likes of nineteenth-century French abolitionist Victor Schœlcher’s (1804–93)
biography La Vie de Toussaint-Louverture, a work featuring extensive retranscriptions of Toussaint’s letters.53 James’s history is heavily indebted to
Schœlcher, more so than is acknowledged anywhere in the text, footnotes,
and bibliography. One striking characteristic of James’s Toussaint is that he
is forever speaking in the first person directly out of the pages of his correspondence as mediated by Schœlcher. Such extensive first-person addresses
already give James’s history a distinctly dramaturgical feel, as if James is letting Toussaint speak for himself. There are nine references to Schœlcher in
total, although the entry for him in James’s annotated bibliography is decidedly wary: “Schœlcher is a French radical of the nineteenth c entury. He hates
slavery, hates Bonaparte, and though his heart is in the right place, despite
many shrewd comments, he is too uncritical to be trustworthy. But he has
digested an enormous amount of original material of which he prints many
extracts. All modern writers on the San Domingo revolution are indebted
to him and his book should be read, although with extreme caution” (383).
On James’s sources, Chris Bongie, Kirsten Silva Gruesz, and Susan Gillman have all pointed out that Pamphile de Lacroix’s Mémoires pour servir
à l’histoire de la Révolution de Saint-Domingue (1819) is of vital importance
to the biographical portrait of Toussaint that James paints throughout The
Black Jacobins.54 If James’s use of sources can be thought of as unsilencing
the past by writing back to pernicious accounts and misrepresentations of
the Haitian Revolution, James himself has been accused of silencing one
source in particular: early Haitian historian Joseph Saint-Rémy (1815–58).
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Marlene Daut has accused James of the “utterly myopic conclusion that
Saint-Rémy hated Louverture ‘like poison.’ ”55 James can be thought of as
silencing “a g reat deal of what Saint-Rémy actually wrote.” Nick Nesbitt has
argued that James should have followed French historian Albert Mathiez,
who rehabilitated French revolutionary hero Robespierre. This would have
stopped James from continuing to caricature Robespierre as some kind of
“sinister dictator.”56
An extremely important Haitian French-language source for James w
 ere
the histories of Alfred Auguste Nemours (1883–1955), who was a Haitian
general, diplomat, and military historian.57 James and Nemours had actually met in Paris while James was d oing research for The Black Jacobins. It
was Nemours who opened his eyes to the military skills of revolutionary
Haitians, as James would later recall in his 1980 foreword to the history (vi).
Nemours receives fourteen references. Most of t hese references are, unsurprisingly, to be found in the two chapters—chapter 11, “The Black Consul,”
and chapter 13, “The War of Independence”—which deal most explicitly with
Toussaint’s military skills. Nemours was convinced that Haitians’ military
skills had been neglected by other historians, and that they were “additional
proof of their humanity.”58 Nemours’s blind admiration for Louverture has
been criticized and was apparently such that Nemours sought to trace Toussaint’s French descendants.59 On Nemours, James’s comments have been described as “very generous” when James describes Nemours as “an enthusiastic admirer of Toussaint but exceptionally fair” (382), and as “a g reat admirer
of Toussaint” (308n15).60 What James highlights as valuable is the fact that
Nemours has “worked over the terrain” so carefully, with “extensive research
among the archives in France,” and his attentive studies of Toussaint’s campaigns are commended. General Nemours is cited as the source who “has
listed a mass of evidence on French military opinion of the g reat strength of
the blacks at the time of submission” (327n26), underlining that Toussaint’s
strategy of submission was not b ecause of imminent defeat by the French
army. Nemours is credited with making several important documents linked
to the Haitian Revolution more widely available; for example, James notes
that Toussaint’s “Constitution is printed in full in Nemours, Histoire militaire . . . , Vol. I, pp. 95–112” (263n20). Likewise, a note accompanying a long
string of quotations from Leclerc’s correspondence to Napoleon observes
that Nemours has performed the task of retranscription on which The Black
Jacobins is based: “Leclerc to the First Consul, February 9th, 1802. The letters
retranscribed from the Archives of the Minister for War, by General Nemours.
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See Histoire Militaire de la Guerre d’Indépendence . . . , Vol II, p. 53–120.” Not
always does James agree with Nemours on all points, but James weighs up all
the issues from volume to volume of Nemours’s multivolume work:
General Nemours, a Haitian, a g reat admirer of Toussaint, and one who
has made a careful study of this campaign, contradicts traditional Haitian
history. He describes this battle as a defeat for Toussaint. But he bases
his conclusions on, among other points, the supposed treachery of Maurepas. In Volume II of his work, however, he disproves the treachery of
Maurepas, on evidence acquired a fter he had published Volume I. The result of the battle must for the time being remain undecided. See Nemours,
Histoire Militaire . . . , Vol. I, pp. 210–211 and Vol. II, pp. 250–252. (308n15)
Apart from the many references to Nemours and Haitian Revolution military
strategy as conveyed by Nemours’s Histoire Militaire, James also singles out
the importance of Nemours’s Histoire de la captivité et de la mort de Toussaint-
L’Ouverture (1929), although this book is not cited in his bibliography. The
usefulness of this work of Nemours’s is referenced in the footnotes as follows: “The definitive account of Toussaint’s captivity with many of the most
important documents printed in full” (363n78). From this note, it transpires
that all the information on Toussaint’s death in The Black Jacobins history, but
particularly in the 1936 play Toussaint Louverture where it is a climactic scene,
has come via Nemours.
Later, another new Haitian historian of importance for James would
be Jean Fouchard, who established the Maroons—runaway slaves—as an
important theme of Haitian historiography, making links between marronage
and revolution.61 James would later prove an important mentor to Fouchard’s
work, to which he would often make reference, as in his 1980 foreword to The
Black Jacobins and drafts of his autobiography. James would also later present
Fouchard’s work to English readers when he was asked to write the preface
to the 1981 English translation of Fouchard’s book.62
What marks The Black Jacobins out from many previous non-Haitian histories of the revolution is the fact that it tells the story of the Haitian Revolution as a success—in fact, The Story of the Only Successful Slave Revolt in History, as the subtitle to James’s first play, Toussaint Louverture, sums it up. As
will be seen, at all points of their evolution—from article to play to history
and back to play again—James’s Haitian Revolution writings are profoundly
dialogic. By uncovering the dialogic structure at the very heart of James’s
Black Jacobins project, we will see in the chapters that follow that James con18  |  Introduction

structs his writing about the Haitian Revolution as a response to the denigrating representations of Toussaint and the revolution found in the likes of
Sidney Harland, J. A. Froude, and T. Lothrop Stoddard. James will be seen
to explicitly write back to these denigrating tales with his Haitian success
story.
As an explicitly Marxist interpretation of the Haitian Revolution, it must
also be acknowledged that James’s 1938 history The Black Jacobins helped to
alter standard Marxist historical explanations. Notably, James’s 1938 work
goes some way t oward shifting the north-south Eurocentric view that revolution would occur first of all in Europe/advanced capitalist countries, and
only subsequently thereafter would spread to the underdeveloped world.63
And while it is true that the 1938 edition of The Black Jacobins ends with “let
the blacks but hear from Europe the slogans of Revolution and the Internationale” (315), James does also indicate that revolution can be, and indeed
already has been, initiated in colonized, underdeveloped parts of the world
deemed backward according to the Marxist orthodoxy of the day, which expected backward colonial-type countries to follow the lead of the working
classes in the most advanced countries. This idea is reworked in the 1938 history incarnation and is also developed l ater in the work’s history, particularly
in the light of James’s elaboration, as part of the Johnson-Forest Tendency in
the United States of the 1940s and early ’50s, of his defining Marxist political
positions. But already, from the very start of James’s writings on this subject
in the 1930s, the Haitian Revolution is held up as an alternative historical
model for t hose in the colonized world, as a precursor to decolonization.
The Haitian Revolution (1791–1804) was the only successful slave-led
revolt, one which inaugurated the first black republic and fundamentally
reshaped the world historical map of the time. What links the subject of
the revolution itself with James’s pioneering The Black Jacobins, a work that
revolutionized historiography, particularly that of the colonial world, is that
both rewrite history from their very beginnings.64 This is a rewriting project
that then intensifies as it continues when James returns to his Haitian Revolution writings to rewrite them as history and as drama.
James and his historian descendants, including David Geggus and Laurent Dubois, have made much of the self-renaming and linguistic reshaping
of the new world of Haitian independence.65 Like the world of the French
Revolution examined by Ronald Paulson, the Haitian Revolution renames
a new revolutionary reality into being by imagining a radical break with
the old contaminated lexicon of the colonial past, capable of resettling new
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beginnings from a ground zero of history.66 Accordingly, James and his scions have examined how autonomous new words and names are invented,
through which to reshape linguistically the new world of independence.
Greatest among t hese renamings, as analyzed by James and subsequent historians following his lead, is the choice by the former slaves of the new name
of Haiti for the country—the indigenous name for the island—with which
the old colonial European-bestowed relic “Saint Domingue” was replaced.67
This revolutionary onomastic process of self-renaming has also been read by
James and others as changing words and their meanings, as is also evident in
the very language used in the Act of Haitian Independence.68 Declared on a
symbolic date for new beginnings—January 1, 1804—this key proclamation
has been read by Laurent Dubois, a fter James, as even rewriting and overhauling the French language bequeathed to Haitians by their former colonial
masters through the coining of new verbs including lugubrer—“to gloom”—
from the French adjective lugubre (gloomy): “le nom français lugubre encore
nos contrées” (The French name still glooms our lands).69 There have been
several interpretations of this verbal neologism of independence in the context of a document that its author, Haitian revolutionary Jean-Jacques Dessalines’s secretary Louis Boisrond-Tonnerre, declared should be written on
parchment made from the skin of a white man, with his skull as an inkwell,
his blood as the ink, and a bayonet for a pen, with this symbolic dissection of
the colonizer’s body being read as the fiercest symbolic rejection of all t hings
French.70
Marlene Daut has also examined how early Haitian memorialists, including Baron de Vastey and Boisrond-Tonnerre, used the colonizer’s language
to curse at the French, like Caliban in The Tempest, as they produced their
own narratives of the Haitian Revolution as alternatives to those produced
by the French.71 Her work has uncovered how these early Haitian authors
prevented the Haitian past from being silenced, rewriting the Haitian Revolution in their turn. Like Vastey and Boisrond-Tonnerre, James combats
negative representations of Haiti and its revolution in accounts from Europe
and the United States.
After James, several historians have pointed to the Haitian Revolution as
the most radical statement of the overlapping ages of revolution and enlightenment, arguing that it should rightfully be seen at the center of both ages,
and not silenced on their margins, as has often been the case.72 During the
Haitian Revolution, as James shows at length in his history and especially
in his plays, former slaves reworked for themselves the banner words of the
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Enlightenment/French Revolution idiom—words like freedom, equality,
fraternity, and independence—reinterpreting such ideals within the framework of their own situation. Even the most enlightened of the Enlightenment
thinkers advocated only a gradualist approach where slaves would gradually
be prepared for abolition, with freedom something to be earned by deserving
slaves, but also, most importantly, something to be granted benevolently by
the colonial power of white abolitionists.73 Instead, the Haitian Revolution
is presented as a revolution of the slaves’ own making; a self-emancipation.
This is not, in other words, abolition as scripted by Europeans or Enlightenment thinkers. Rather, the radical antislavery of the Haitian Revolution is a
story of major historical transformation of world importance where slaves
vindicate themselves as active actors and as subjects of history in their own
right; a vehement rejection of their condition as slaves—things, objects, and
even “pieces of furniture” according to the Code Noir.74 This inaugural self-
fashioning that is the Haitian Revolution, whereby Haiti writes its own revolutionary agency, making its own history, thus already constitutes a radical
rewriting of world history.
Central to the present study are the multiple layers of rewriting that intersect through the linchpin of these two bastions of historical significance: the
Haitian Revolution and C. L. R. James’s Black Jacobins. Rewriting is fundamentally linked with the practice of history in the Caribbean. From its first
appearance, The Black Jacobins itself revolutionized the formation, scope,
and perspective of historiography through its bold reinterpretation of events
that themselves radically rewrote revolution and the world of Atlantic slaves.
Where these rewriting layers—historical reshaping by the events of the Haitian Revolution and historiographical transformations inaugurated by The
Black Jacobins and its rethinking of the history of the colonized world—
come together most forcefully is in James’s own extensive remaking of The
Black Jacobins and in his reflections upon that long process of reconstruction
itself. Chapter 2, “Making History,” also probes James’s collaboration with
former protégé Eric Williams on ideas about capitalism and slavery.75
The 1949 French edition of Les Jacobins noirs gave a major historical boost
to Haiti’s celebrations of the tricinquantenaire—the 150th anniversary of the
Haitian Revolution in 1954, only five years after this landmark publication.
James had also hoped for his play Toussaint Louverture to be published by
the same major French publisher, Gallimard, and he approached them about
this in 1954, but to no avail. Around the time of the 1954 tricinquantenaire
celebrations, James was also seriously planning to undertake a trip to Haiti
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in 1957–58. Chapter 5, on the afterlives of The Black Jacobins, examines James’s
correspondence at the time with a number of key Haitian intellectuals, including writer Félix Morisseau-Leroy and historian Étienne Charlier, as well
as senior Haitian government and embassy figures, dating from the beginning of the rule of François “Papa Doc” Duvalier. Historiographically, James’s
Black Jacobins had a real impact in its land of inspiration. As Michel-Rolph
Trouillot has suggested, it opened up to Haitians new vistas in both analysis
and writing style.76 The most prominent history book during the tricinquantenaire celebrations was Étienne Charlier’s Aperçu sur la formation historique
de la nation haïtienne (1954).77 This book drew most on Charlier’s main inspiration: The Black Jacobins, espousing an explicitly Marxist viewpoint—a first
in local Haitian historiography.78
Only shortly after the 1954 tricinquantenaire celebrations, Duvalier, who
claimed to be Dessalines’s political heir, became Haiti’s head of state. François “Papa Doc” Duvalier’s dictatorial regime (1957–71), followed by that
of his son Jean-Claude “Baby Doc” Duvalier (1971–86), had a determining
impact on Haitian historiography. Papa Doc Duvalier used propaganda to
manipulate history writing; a negative type of rewriting, portraying Duvalier
as Dessalines’s ideological son through the repetition of the phrase “François
Duvalier, the Renovator,” ending the list of Haitian historical heroes. Many
historians were silenced, and some of Duvalier’s left-wing opponents were
killed while others left for exile, and those at home were only rarely published. Propaganda also promoted Duvalier’s history book Le Problème des
classes à travers l’histoire d’Haïti (1959), with its noiriste racialist interpretation
of “classes” in Haiti, diametrically contrasting with the Marxist approach of
James’s history.79
This book argues that James should be seen as an early contributor to a
deconstructionist type of postcolonial historiography, which has become
most associated in the context of the Haitian Revolution with Michel-Rolph
Trouillot’s Silencing the Past. In his compelling account of the silencing of
the Haitian Revolution, Trouillot draws attention to the uneven power in
the production of sources, archives, and narratives, highlighting the silences
that enter the process of historical production at four crucial moments: moments of fact creation (making sources), moments of fact assembly (making
archives), moments of fact retrieval (making narratives), and the moment of
retrospective significance (making history in the final instance).80 This unequal access to source making continues to this day, Trouillot argues, with
unequal access to archives and hence to history making; so much so that
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Trouillot refers to archives as “products/symbols of neo-colonial domination.”81 This book argues that James writes back to such silencing, disavowing, and misrepresenting of Haitian history.82
When faced with such silencing, misrepresentation, gaps, and blanks vis-
à-vis Caribbean slavery and anticolonial slave resistance in the official historical and cultural records, one response could be to throw up one’s hands
like V. S. Naipaul, merely lamenting the void of Caribbean nonhistory.83
Confronted with Caribbean history, the question James and others after
him invariably grapple with is: How to unsilence the past? How to represent
the unrepresentable: the horrors of the forced migration of the slave trade/
Middle Passage, and plantation slavery? On the advantages of specifically literary resources for the rewriting of Caribbean history, the model proposed
by Martiniquan writer Édouard Glissant’s notion of une vision prophétique du
passé (a prophetic vision of the past) is extremely useful, and this is elaborated around his sole historical play, Monsieur Toussaint, based on the Haitian Revolution after James and his Black Jacobins, which Glissant cites as
his main inspiration.84 Central to this future-oriented vision for rewriting
the past is Glissant’s idea that the historian must be seconded by the poet
in the Caribbean in order to fill the considerable gaps specific to Caribbean
history—the slave trade, M
 iddle Passage, plantation slavery, anticolonial
rebellion, and so on. Faced with the gaps of Caribbean history, and to link
pasts, presents, and f utures, James, like Glissant, turns to the resources of a
specifically literary form: those of drama. One of drama’s main features is its
particular stress on the present. Drama’s performance aspect w
 ill be seen to
be a crucial tool for the long process of making The Black Jacobins, and for the
active and transitive process of unsilencing the Caribbean past.
Rewriting history is a practice that is central to new ways of doing history
pioneered by James in The Black Jacobins, such as the history-from-below
perspective, many of which are deliberate reactions against the traditional
paradigm of historical objectivity: Rankean history and Ranke’s oft-quoted
summary of the historian’s task to tell the past “wie es eigentlich gewesen”
(as it actually was).85 “History from above” is an alternative applicable label
for this approach that is distinct from history from below. This book argues
that James, throughout his lifelong elaboration of his Black Jacobins project,
becomes a key player in the move to reorient Caribbean, and particularly
Haitian, revolution historiography toward history from below. Already in the
1930s, James envisioned black ex-slaves functioning as a Greek chorus in his
1936 Toussaint Louverture play, and his 1938 history already constitutes a
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pioneering Marxist history from below avant la lettre of 1960s work by Albert Soboul, George Rudé, E. P. Thompson, Eric Hobsbawm, and others.
Ideas previously pioneered by James in his 1930s work are crystallized, inspiring him to combine new from-below historical and political perspectives from the intervening period between the moments of his 1936 play
and the 1967 play The Black Jacobins, applying them to new contexts. Th
 ese
include the influential history-from-below approaches of French and En
glish Marxist historiography of the French Revolution and James’s most
important political theories, developed during his consequential politi
cal years in the United States (1940s–early 1950s), as part of the Johnson-
Forest Tendency.
James’s own role in pioneering historiographical approaches to history
writing from below needs to be acknowledged. Most of all, the close f amily
ties between his study and his mentee Carolyn Fick’s groundbreaking history of Haiti from below need to be identified. Fick herself has revisited the
1973 origins of her 1990 study of the Haitian Revolution from below, and has
outlined that her work bears the indelible stamp of James’s “overpowering
influence.”86 The story she tells of the making of her history illuminates the
major roles played by her influential mentor James and his Black Jacobins.
James it was, along with George Rudé, who first planted the seeds for her
subsequent study on the Haitian Revolution. James and Rudé encouraged
Fick from above to follow the lines of a more popular history of the Haitian
Revolution. As Fick puts it, James had “left an indelible mark on the original
conception and the eventual evolution.”87
Fick admits that in 1973 she was “totally unaware” that James himself was
“already thinking beyond the biographical analysis of Toussaint Louverture”
toward an analysis focusing on “the revolutionary and creative power of untaught slaves,” as indicated in his 1955 letter to Haitian historian Charlier.88
Moreover, Fick reveals that had she known that James could have done the
project himself, she would have been “terrified,” and perhaps would never
have agreed to undertake the new history from the bottom up. It is also informative to learn that James put his two mentees working toward an alternative historiography of the Haitian Revolution—Fick and Jean Fouchard—in
touch with each other, leading Fouchard to direct Fick to her richest source
for her research. Fick’s study of the Haitian Revolution from below and
Fouchard’s focus on the Haitian maroons can be thought of as, at once, profoundly inspired by James’s earlier Black Jacobins history, and as rewriting
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and correcting it in their turn in line with new historiographical approaches
from below.
On the question of leaders and masses in James’s famous work, Fick’s own
assessment in the pages of her The Making of Haiti was:
Although he was chiefly concerned in 1938 with the role of the leadership of the revolution, i.e. the black Jacobins and particularly Toussaint
Louverture, the inarticulate masses are never lost from view, and though
their activities are not always explicitly documented in the book, it is they,
nonetheless, who provide the initiative and impetus, if not the driving
force of any insurrectionary movement. So for the first time, the revolutionary potential of the masses is treated as an integral part of the revolutionary process, but again these masses, though vitally important, are not
in themselves the direct subject of the book, chiefly concerned as it is with
the problem of leadership and colonial struggle. And like Sannon’s book,
it is a study of the revolution through the historical biography of its greatest
leader, Toussaint Louverture.89
 oday, when James’s Black Jacobins is discussed in conjunction with Fick’s
T
study, there remains a tendency to present these two works as almost diametrically opposed, as in Alyssa Goldstein Sepinwall’s 2013 comment: “Yet
where James suggested that the Revolution ‘was almost entirely the work of
a single man—Toussaint Louverture,’ recent work has looked at the revolution more from below, tracing the efforts of multiple kinds of actors.”90
What I am suggesting instead is that James’s approach is less diametrically
opposed to that of his mentees than previously assumed, including Carolyn Fick, Jean Fouchard, and their from-below historiographical approaches.
From the beginning of the 1930s and through the 1950s–80s, James’s retelling
of the story of the Haitian Revolution should be recognized as the crucial
precursor to historical approaches from below. It will be shown that James
preempts pioneering studies of European crowds from below by Soboul,
Rudé, Thompson, Hobsbawm, and o thers, taking them in new directions by
widening the focus to Haitian revolutionary crowds, and from sansculottes,
bras-nus, and enragés to the menu peuple mass of ordinary black ex-slaves.
Especially in the 1967 play The Black Jacobins, this crowd, representing
the g reat mass of slaves, w
 ill be seen to function as a chorus, operating as
an organizing tool for theater from below, as in the type of radical Marxist theater theorized by Augusto Boal.91 And while it is certainly true that
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The Black Jacobins history in both its 1938 and 1963 editions does continue
to tell the story of the Haitian Revolution through the historical biography
of its greatest leader, Toussaint Louverture, it w
 ill be demonstrated that as
The Black Jacobins evolves, James increasingly points the way toward a type
of history writing that would break the mold of political biography of great
leaders. Instead, as he writes out the initial hero Toussaint Louverture, James
will also be seen to write in more popular leaders, including Moïse and Samedi Smith. Yet James’s Black Jacobins in all its forms is more than a history
from below. Like other Marxist histories, it also illuminates the importance
of crises in the ruling class and high politics, or history from above, and is best
seen as a total history.
Chapter Outline

Chapter 1, “Toussaint Louverture Takes Center Stage: The 1930s,” charts
James’s evolving interest in Toussaint Louverture and the Haitian Revolution
from his earliest writings in a 1931 article on this subject up to the 1936 staging
of his play Toussaint Louverture. H
 ere the dialogic aspect of James’s first 1931
Haitian Revolution–related intervention—“The Intelligence of the Negro:
A Few Words with Dr. Harland”—is uncovered: a dialogic quality that will
be shown to be boosted by James’s turn to the theater in his first full-length
Haitian Revolution–based work. Connections are found between James’s
vindicatory action-centered approach of making theater and d oing politics.
This chapter reflects on James’s uses of drama as a different type of representing machine than fiction in order to bring protagonist Toussaint’s biography
to life. A relative chronology is proposed for all the Toussaint Louverture play
scripts consulted, including one interesting set of shaky handwritten changes
that begin to write in the character of Toussaint’s adoptive nephew, Moïse.
Analyzed here is the politicization of James’s deployment of Toussaint with
the past of the Haitian Revolution used for vindication purposes as a great
success story and as a vehicle for propaganda. Collaboration with lead actor
Paul Robeson is then explored as a crucial building block for the final shaping of the two 1936 Toussaint Louverture performances.
In chapter 2, “Making History: The Black Jacobins (1938),” the focus is
entirely on the first edition of The Black Jacobins history to allow comparison with its predecessor, the 1936 Toussaint Louverture play, and to explore
the advantages that telling the past as history brings to James the historian
as he shapes his historical narrative line. Genealogies of The Black Jacobins
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history are surveyed with special attention to French connections and collaborations with James’s former protégé Eric Williams. An important section considers James’s representation of Toussaint as icon and symbol in the
1938 history, and that of a larger cast of black Jacobins. The configuration of
Toussaint’s dialogic epistolary exchanges is demonstrated to be an impor
tant part of James’s method. Challenging David Scott’s interpretation that
the 1938 history is not a tragic text, that text is shown to be already full of
Toussaint’s tragic flaws as contributing factors to his downfall. Finally, the
first 1938 history edition’s closing symbolism of defiant upright rebellious images is explored.
Chapter 3, “Rewriting History: The Black Jacobins (1963),” tracks the impact of changes made throughout the revised 1963 history. Revisions include
fundamental changes to Marxist language and terminology, and the refiguring of leader Toussaint Louverture in the progressive metamorphosis of
the text. On tragedy and The Black Jacobins, more is made of the fact that
tragedy is a genre that pertains to the theater, and that the reader is encouraged to watch the protagonist’s blunders and final catastrophe as they would
watch a tragedy on stage or screen. The chapter assesses James’s rethinking
of sources, bibliography, and positioning of the mass of ex-slaves as a chorus. Additionally, the function of the most prominent 1963 change of all is
analyzed: the addition of an appendix titled “From Toussaint Louverture
to Fidel Castro.” Important new directions sketched out in the 1963 changes
are shown to reflect James’s political evolution in the intervening years, especially his elaboration during his involvement with the Johnson-Forest
Tendency (1940s–early 1950s) of his most significant political ideas, history-
from-below perspectives, and the results of intensive study of dialectics,
leaps, and speculative thought.
Chapter 4, “Reshaping the Past as Drama (1967),” turns to the remaking
of The Black Jacobins as a second play. After establishing the relative chronology of all available play scripts for this 1967 version, using methodologies
from genetic criticism and book history, this chapter considers the special
resources of drama that are exploited by James to show the past of the Haitian Revolution. The main objective here is to give James his proper due for
the important role he played in writing the play. How does James’s rewriting of
The Black Jacobins as a play in 1967 incorporate changes to the protagonists and
alternative ways of d oing history, Marxism, and drama? How is the relationship of the Haitian revolutionary leadership to the popular masses rethought?
My reading of the play focuses on the epilogue, arguing that it constitutes a
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unique crossover document between play and political speech, pamphlet, or
interview. Ultimately, the epilogue is seen to change completely the key and
register of the play’s ending.
Chapter 5 is titled “Future Directions: Afterlives of The Black Jacobins”
and maps out some of the work’s impacts and afterlives a fter and beyond
James’s own rewriting of his Haitian Revolution–inspired material. My closing section addresses key translations, subsequent performances of the play,
the impact of The Black Jacobins in Haiti itself, and monuments to James and
his work, including the setting up of archives, libraries, institutes, and centers, all bearing his name.
A Note on Transcription Conventions

In terms of transcription conventions as applied in this book—especially in
chapter 3—I use bold type to indicate James’s own subsequent additions
in a later draft or printed edition. Crossing out with strikethrough is used to
signal his deletions of material. Otherwise, I follow James and his correspondents in their use of underline, italics, and all caps for emphasis.
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